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Abstract
Generating an investment strategy using advanced
deep learning methods in stock markets has re-
cently been a topic of interest. Most existing deep
learning methods focus on proposing an optimal
model or network architecture by maximizing re-
turn. However, these models often fail to con-
sider and adapt to the continuously changing mar-
ket conditions. In this paper, we propose the Multi-
Agent reinforcement learning-based Portfolio man-
agement System (MAPS). MAPS is a cooperative
system in which each agent is an independent ”in-
vestor” creating its own portfolio. In the training
procedure, each agent is guided to act as diversely
as possible while maximizing its own return with
a carefully designed loss function. As a result,
MAPS as a system ends up with a diversified port-
folio. Experiment results with 12 years of US mar-
ket data show that MAPS outperforms most of the
baselines in terms of Sharpe ratio. Furthermore, our
results show that adding more agents to our system
would allow us to get a higher Sharpe ratio by low-
ering risk with a more diversified portfolio.
1 Introduction
Most trading decisions nowadays are made by algorithmic
trading systems. According to the Deutsche Bank report, the
share of automated high-frequency trading in the equity mar-
ket resulted in a total of 50% in the US [Kaya et al., 2016].
Decision-making processes based on data analysis are
called quantitative trading strategies. Quantitative trading
strategies can be divided into two categories: fundamental
[Abarbanell and Bushee, 1997] and technical analysis [Lo et
al., 2000; Park and Irwin, 2007]. Fundamental analysis refers
to performing analysis based on real-world activity. There-
fore, fundamental data analysis is mostly based on financial
statements and balance sheets. On the other hand, technical
analysis is solely based on technical signals, such as histori-
cal price and volume. Technicians believe that profitable pat-
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terns can be discovered by analyzing historical movements of
prices. Traditional quantitative traders attempt to find prof-
itable strategies by constructing algorithms that best repre-
sent their beliefs of the market. Although they provide ratio-
nal clues and theoretical justification of their logic, traditional
quantitative strategies are only able to reflect a part of the
entire market dynamics. For instance, the momentum strat-
egy [Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993] assumes that if there ex-
ist clear trends, prices will maintain their direction of move-
ment. The mean reversion strategy [Poterba and Summers,
1988] believes that asset prices tend to revert to the average
over time. However, it is nontrivial to maintain stable profits
under evolving market conditions by leveraging only specific
aspects of the financial market.
Inspired by the recent success of deep learning (DL), re-
searchers have put much effort into finding new profitable
patterns from several factors. Early approaches using DL in
financial applications focused on how to improve the predic-
tion of stock movements. Qin et al. proposed hierarchical
attention combined with a recurrent neural network (RNN)
architecture to improve time series prediction. Besides us-
ing traditional signals such as stock chart information, there
have been numerous attempts to find profitable patterns from
new factors like news and sentiment analysis [Xu and Cohen,
2018], [Ding et al., 2015]. More recently, [Feng et al., 2019]
and [Kim et al., 2019] attempted to create more robust pre-
dictions by incorporating adversarial training and corporate
relation information, respectively.
Forecasting models, such as the ones mentioned above, re-
quire explicit supervision in the form of labels. These labels
take on various forms depending on the task at hand (e.g. up-
down-stationary signals for classification). Despite its simple
facade, the defining and design of these labels is nontrivial.
Reinforcement learning (RL) approaches provide us with a
more seamless framework for decision making [Bacoyannis
et al., 2018]. The advantage of using RL to make trading
decisions is that an agent is trained to maximize its long term
reward without supervision. Deng et al. applied RL with
fuzzy learning and recurrent RL. Xiong et al. proved RL’s
effectiveness in asset management.
Although the aforementioned work shows promising re-
sults, there still remain many challenges in applying DL to
portfolio management. Most existing methods utilizing DL
focus on proposing a model which simply maximizes ex-
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pected return without considering risk factors. However, the
ultimate goal of portfolio management is to maximize ex-
pected return constrained to a given risk level, as stated in
modern portfolio theory [Markowitz, 1952]. In other words,
we must consider risk-adjusted return (e.g. Sharpe ratio)
rather than expected return. There has been relatively few
work that has considered risk-adjusted return metrics.
In this paper, we propose a cooperative Multi-Agent re-
inforcement learning-based Portfolio management System
(MAPS) inspired by portfolio diversification strategies used
in large investment companies. We focus on the fact that in-
vestment firms not only diversify assets composing the port-
folios, but also the portfolios themselves. Likewise, rather
than creating a single optimal strategy, MAPS creates diver-
sified portfolios by distributing assets to each agent.
Each agent in MAPS creates its own portfolio based on
the current state of the market. We designed MAPS’ loss
function to guide our agents to act as diversely as possible
while maximizing their own returns. Agents in MAPS can
be seen as a group of independent ”investors” cooperating to
create a diversified portfolio. With multiple agents, MAPS as
a system would have a portfolio of portfolios.
We believe that no single strategy fits every market condi-
tion, so it is integral to diversify our strategies to mitigate risk
and achieve higher risk-adjusted returns. Each agent works
towards optimizing a portfolio while keeping in mind that the
system as a whole would suffer from a lower risk-adjusted
return if they were to create portfolios similar to that of other
agents. Our contribution can be summarized as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt
to use cooperative multi-agent reinforcement learning
(MARL) in the field of portfolio management. Given
raw financial trading data as the state description, our
agents maximize risk-adjusted return.
• We devise a new loss function with a diversification
penalty term to effectively encourage agents to act as
diversely as possible while maximizing their own re-
turn. Our experimental results show that the diversifica-
tion penalty effectively guide our agents to act diversely
when creating portfolios.
• We conduct extensive experiments on 12 year’s worth
of US market data with approximately 3,000 compa-
nies. The results show that MAPS effectively improves
risk-adjusted returns and the diversification of portfo-
lios. Furthermore, we conduct an ablation study and
show that adding more agents to our system results in
better Sharpe ratios due to further diversification.
2 Problem Statement
In this section, we first introduce the concept of a Markov
decision process (MDP) and define how trading decisions are
made in a single-agent case. We then extend the single-agent
case into a multi-agent case.
2.1 Single-Agent Reinforcement Learning
Single-agent decision-making problems are usually formu-
lated as MDPs. An MDP is defined as a tuple < s, a, r >,
Figure 1: General framework of MAPS.
where s is a finite set of current states, a is a finite set of
actions, and r is a reward. The state transition function is
omitted for simplicity, since the state transition is not affected
by the agent actions in our work. Considering the stochastic
and dynamic nature of the financial market, we model stock
trading as an MDP as follows:
• State s: a set of features that describes the current state
of a stock. In general, different types of information
such as historical price movement, trading volume, fi-
nancial statements, and sentiment scores can be used as
the current state. We use a sequence of closing prices of
the past f days of a particular company.
• Action a: a set of actions. Our agents can take a long,
short, or neutral position.
• Reward r(s, a): a reward based on an agent’s action at a
current state. In this study, a reward is calculated based
on the current action and the next day return of a com-
pany.
• Policy pi(s, a): the trading strategy of an agent. A pol-
icy pi is essentially a probability distribution over actions
given a state s. The goal of an agent is to find the optimal
policy which yields maximum cumulative rewards.
2.2 Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning
Extension
The extension of an MDP to the multi-agent case is called
a stochastic game which is defined as a tuple < s, a, r >.
Where s is a finite set of current states and a is a joint ac-
tion set a = a1 × ... × ak of K agents. The rewards r = {
r1, ..., rk } also depend on current state s and joint action a
of all agents. Like the single-agent case, the state transition
function is omitted in the multi-agent case.
In the fully cooperative MARL, the goal of the agents is to
find the optimal joint policy pi (s, a) to maximize the cumu-
lative rewards r of all agents. However, there are two funda-
mental issues in MARL: the curse of dimensionality and the
non-stationarity problem.
With each additional agent, the joint action space exponen-
tially grows. For example, if one agent can take three total ac-
tions (i.e. Long, Neutral, and Short), having ten agents would
lead to a total of 310 actions. As a result, it becomes more and
more difficult to find the optimal joint policy in MARL as the
number of agents increases.
In addition, portfolios are comprised of various companies,
and an action is typically taken for each company. Consider-
Figure 2: Agent networks and reward strcutrue of MAPS.
ing the combination of all actions for all companies causes the
corresponding action space to become exponentially large.
Furthermore, in MARL it is also difficult to find the opti-
mal policy of an agent because all agents learn in conjunction,
and consequently the optimal policy of an agent changes as
the policy of the other agents change.
Therefore, addressing the proper way to handle the curse
of dimensionality problem and designing an appropriate re-
ward structure are central problems in MARL. In the next sec-
tion, we introduce how we handle these problems and conse-
quently how we can effectively guide the agents to act differ-
ently from one another while maximizing their own returns.
3 Methods
3.1 MAPS Architecture
In this section, we describe the overall architecture of MAPS
which is illustrated in Figure 2. In MAPS, all of ourK agents
are trained via Deep Q-learning [Mnih et al., 2015]. Each
agent consists of an MLP encoder and Q-network, with struc-
tures varying from agent to agent. The input to each agent is
a shared state s which is a vector of length f . Each s con-
sists of the normalized closing price sequences of the past f
days. The output vector of each agent, ρ, is a vector of length
3 with each element representing the expected long term re-
ward of actions Long, Neutral, and Short, respectively, given
the current state s. Therefore, an MLP encoder maps raw
state features provided from the environment (i.e. the closing
price sequence of a company) into an action value.
To handle the curse of dimensionality and the non-
stationarity problem mentioned in the previous section, we
use following methods. First, when calculating the action val-
ues of agent i the other agents’ actions are ignored. Doing so
limits the possible number of total actions to three (i.e. Long,
Neutral, and Short). Second, each agent maintains two MLP
network parameter sets, θ and θ∗. The network parameter set
θ is used when performing the gradient step to minimize loss,
and the target network parameter set θ∗ is simply a copy of
θ, and is updated periodically to handle the non-stationarity
problem due to the changes of policies of other agents dur-
ing training. We also adopted experience replay [Mnih et al.,
2015] to reduce correlation between subsequent episodes.
The overall training procedure is as follows. For each itera-
tion, the episode for each agent is sampled using an -greedy
policy [Sutton and Barto, 2018] from a training data set of
size N × T , stored in a memory buffer of size K × M ,
where N , T , and M each indicates the number of compa-
nies, the number of days, and the size of the memory buffer
of each agent. Then, a batch of size K × β is sampled from
the memory buffer to calculate the loss. Finally, the gradient
step is performed to minimize loss with respect to the param-
eters θ. θ is copied to θ∗ after every C iterations (C ∈ Z).
3.2 Shared State Memory Buffer
The first step in our training procedure is to sample an episode
emi from the training data and to store it in the memory buffer.
Unlike the single-agent case, the memory buffer is a K ×M
matrix where K is the number of agents.
An episode emi is a tuple defined as e
m
i = < s
t
c, a
t
i,c, r
t
i,c,
st+1c >, where i and m denote the index of an agent and the
column index of the memory buffer. stc and a
t
i,c each refer to
the current state of company c at time t and the action chosen
by the -greedy policy of agent i given current state stc, and
rti,c and s
t+1
c each refer to the immediate reward received by
agent i and the subsequent state of company c at time t + 1.
Note that there is no subscript index for the agents in stc and
st+1c . This means that the same input state is stored in the
same column in the memory buffer.
An action ati,c and reward r
t
i,c are defined as follows.
ati,c = 1− argmax{ρti,c} (1)
rti,c = a
t
i,c ×Rtc (2)
where ρti,c and R
t
c refer to the output vector of agent i given
input stc and the daily return of company c between time t and
time t + 1 represented in percentage. Therefore, the value 1,
0, or -1 is assigned to action ati,c for Long, Neutral, or Short
actions, respectively.
The next step is to sample random batches of size K × β
from the memory buffer to calculate loss. To formulate the
procedure, we define a sampled batch as a K × β matrix and
define a vector r of length β. At every iteration, a random
integer value in the range [0,β) is sampled and assigned to
vector r. Then the element at the ith row and bth column in
the batch matrix is assigned as: hbi ← erbi , where rb indicates
bth element in vector r.
The intuition behind this sampling method is to share the
same input state sequence among agents in each batch. Since
vector r is re-sampled every iteration rather than by each
agent, the same column index sequence is sampled from the
memory buffer for each agent. Consequently, as shown in
Figure 2, every agent is trained using the same input sequence
and we can therefore guide the agents to act different from
each other despite being given identical input sequences.
3.3 Loss Function
As previously mentioned, our goal is to guide the agents in
MAPS to act as diversely as possible while maximizing their
own rewards. To achieve these two contradicting goals, we
design our loss function to have two components, namely a
local loss, and a global loss. The local loss of each agent
is calculated based only on the reward and action value of a
particular agent. We first define LLossbi of agent i calculated
using a single episode at the ith row and bth column in the
batch matrix.
LLossbi =
[
Q(si, ai; θi)− r + γmax
a′i
Q(s′i, a
′
i; θ
∗
i )
]2
(3)
where si, ai, ri, s′i, and a
′
i each indicate the current state,
current action, immediate reward, next state, and next action,
respectively, and Q refers to the action-value function. These
values are obtained from episode hbi in the batch matrix. Note
that while choosing action a′i given state s
′
i, the target network
of agent i parameterized by θ∗i is used to avoid the moving
target problem. We get local loss by summing up the LLossbi
over batch size β as follows:
LLossi =
β∑
b=1
LLossbi (4)
However, it is not possible an agent to be aware of the ac-
tions of other agents with the local reward alone. Therefore,
the global loss provides additional guidance to our agents.
We define the positional confidence score of agent i for com-
pany c calculated using a single episode at the ith row and bth
column of the batch matrix as follows:
ηbi,c = ρi,c[Long]− ρi,c[Short] (5)
where ρi,c is the output vector of agent i given input sc. Since
the elements of ρi,c each represent the actions of agent i, re-
spectively, ηbi,c represents the ith agent’s confidence of how
much company c’s price will rise at the subsequent time step.
By concatenating the calculated positional confidence scores,
we get a positional confidence vector of agent i:
ηi =
[
η1i , ..., η
β
i
]T
(5)
We penalize similar behavior among the agents by min-
imizing the correlation of positional confidence vectors be-
tween agents. Formally, the global loss can be expressed as:
GLossi =
K∑
i=1,i6=j
[
Corr(ηi, η∗j )
]2
(6)
Note that while creating a positional confidence vector of
agent j for a agent i, we use the target network parameterized
by θ∗j to mitigate the effect of the non-stationarity problem.
Finally, our total loss is a weighted sum of the local loss
and the global loss.
Lossi = (1− λ)LLossi + λGLossi (7)
where λ is a hyperparameter with a value within [0, 1]. The
training procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. The value
of maxiter, β and C are 400,000, 128, and 1000, respectively.
3.4 Portfolio of Portfolios
When training is finished, each of our agents is expected to
output an action value. We create a final portfolio vector αt
at time t by summing the portfolio vectors of each agent. The
portfolio vector of agent i at time t (i.e. αti) is a vector of
Algorithm 1 Training algorithm
1: for maxiter do
2: Store experience emi in the memory buffer.
3: Sample batch of size K × β from the memory buffer.
4: Calculate Lossi for each agent.
5: Perform gradient descent to minimize Lossi w.r.t. the
parameters θi for each agent.
6: Copy θ∗i ← θi at every C iterations for each agent.
7: end for
Period N #Data
Training 2000-2004 1534 1876082
Validation 2004-2006 1651 779272
Test 2006-2018 2061 6019248
Table 1: The statistics of dataset
length N , which satisfies
∑N
c=1 |αti,c| = 1, where αti,c repre-
sents the cth element in the vector αti. Thus, each α
t
i,c rep-
resents the weight assigned to company c at time t by agent
i. We use the positional confidence score ηi,c to create the
portfolio vector of agent i at time t as follows:
αti,c =
ηti,c∑N
c=1 |ηti,c|
(8)
Note that superscript t is added to ηi,c (i.e. ηti,c) since the
test is proceeded on a test set size ofN × T , not on the batch.
The final portfolio vector αt is calculated as follows.
αtc =
∑K
i=1 α
t
i,c
K
(9)
where αtc represents the cth element in vector α
t. Finally,
the portfolio vector αt is normalized to satisfy
∑N
c=1 |αtc| =
1.0.
4 Experiments
4.1 Experimental Settings
Dataset We collected roughly 18 year’s worth of daily clos-
ing price data of approximately 3,000 US companies. Specif-
ically, we used the list of companies from the Russell 3000
index.
We divided our dataset into training set validation set and
test set. Detailed statistics of our dataset are summarized in
Table 1. The validation set is used to optimize the hyperpa-
rameters.
States & Hyperparameters Among many possible candi-
dates, we gave our agents raw historical closing prices as
state description features. However, it is worth noting that
our framework is not restricted to certain types of state fea-
tures, and other kinds of features such as technical indicators
or sentiment scores can also be used. We expect further di-
versification to occur if various sources of information were
to be provided to MAPS, and leave this as an open question
for future work.
MAPS@k is our proposed model with k agents in the sys-
tem. k is an arbitrary hyperparameter and we choose among
the values [4, 8, 16] for our experiments to show the effect of
using different numbers of agents.
To explain the structure of the MLP encoder, we take
MAPS@4 as an example. An MLP of size [32, 16] repre-
sents agent #1, and each subsequent agent has an extra layer
with double the hidden units. For example, agent #2 would
be an MLP of size [64, 32, 16]. MAPS@8 and MAPS@16
are simply structures where this pattern is repeated two and
four times, respectively.
Batch normalization [Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015] is used af-
ter every layer except the final layer and Adam optimizer
[Kingma and Ba, 2014] was used with a learning rate of
0.00001 to train our models. The value of λ was empirically
chosen as 0.8 based on the validation set.
Evaluation Metric We measure profitability of methods
with Return and Sharpe ratio.
• Return We calculated the daily return of our portfolio
αt as follows:
Rαt = 100×
N∑
c=1
(
pt+1c − ptc
ptc
)
·αtc (5.1)
where pct denotes the closing price of stock c at time t.
• Sharpe Ratio The annualized Sharpe ratio is used to
measure the performance of an investment compared to
its risk. The ratio calculates the excess earned return to
the risk-free rate per unit of volatility (risk) as follows:
Sharpe =
√
252× E[R
α
t −Rft ]
std[Rαt −Rft ]
(5.2)
where Rft is daily risk-free rate at time t and 252 is the
number of business days in a year.
Baselines We compare MAPS with the Russell 3000,
which is one of the major indices, and the following base-
lines:
• Momentum (MOM) is an investment strategy based on
the belief that current market trends will continue. We
use the simplest version of the strategy: the last 10-day
price movements are used as momentum indicators.
• Mean-Reversion (MR) strategy works on the assump-
tion that there is a stable underlying trend line and the
price of an asset changes randomly around this line. MR
believes that asset prices will eventually revert to the
long-term mean. The 30-day moving average is used
as the mean reversion indicator.
• MLP, CNN Among many existing stock movement
forecasting methods, we chose these two models as our
forecast baselines as they are widely used in stock fore-
casting [Di Persio and Honchar, 2016]. The MLP model
in our experiments consists of five hidden layers with
sizes of [256, 128, 64, 32, 16]. The CNN model has
four convolutional layers with [16, 16, 32, 32] filters
and one fully connected layer of size [32] is used. Max-
pooling layers are applied after the second and fourth
Period 2006-2012 2012-2018
Models Return Sharpe Return Sharpe
MOM 3.938 1.149 -3.223 -1.198
MR -2.262 -0.899 2.220 0.816
MLP 16.377 1.309 1.744 0.368
CNN 17.036 1.093 -3.294 -0.442
DA-RNN 11.860 3.283 4.309 2.113
MAPS@4 17.955 4.829 4.846 2.121
MAPS@8 22.744 4.751 6.123 2.175
MAPS@16 23.467 5.547 5.567 2.247
Table 2: Experimental results on the Russell 3000 companies.
Models 2006-2012 2012-2018
MAPS@4 0.3415 0.3456
MAPS@8 0.4622 0.4424
MAPS@16 0.2318 0.2429
Table 3: Average correlation of daily return of each agents. A
smaller correlation indicates more independent actions of agents.
layers. Batch normalization is applied for both models.
Both models have one additional prediction layer with
a softmax function and are trained with 3-label (i.e. up,
neutral, down) cross-entropy loss.
• DA-RNN refers to the dual-stage attention-based RNN
[Qin et al., 2017]. Is is the state-of-the-art and attention
mechanisms are used in each stage to identify relevant
input features and select relevant encoder hidden states.
As the DA-RNN model was originally designed to fore-
cast time series signals, we also trained our model to
predict future prices of the assets with mean squared er-
ror. A portfolio is created based on the expected return
of the predicted asset prices.
4.2 Results
Performance analysis Our experiment results are summa-
rized in Table 2, and Figure 3 illustrates a comparison of
cumulative wealth based on the portfolios created by each
model. MAPS outperformed all baselines in terms of both
annualized return and Sharpe ratio. Some interesting findings
are as follows:
• The performance of traditional strategies like MOM and
MR vary based on market conditions and generally per-
form poorly. As these strategies use a single rule lever-
aging only certain aspects of market dynamics, their per-
formance is not robust as the market evolves.
• Forecast-based methods show better performance than
traditional approaches in terms of annualized return.
Naturally, the performance of forecast-based methods
heavily relies on the prediction accuracy of the model.
The MLP and CNN perform better in general but did not
always outperform the traditional methods. Only DA-
RNN performed consistently better in both annualized
return and Sharpe ratio for both testing periods.
• MAPS outperformed all baselines in our experiments.
It is worth noting that MAPS shows a better Sharpe
Figure 3: Comparison of cumulative wealth of different models
(RUA indicates the Russell 3000 index). All asset values are set
to 100 at the beginning of the test period.
ratio even when the return is similar. This proves the ef-
fectiveness of diversification with multiple agents in the
perspective of risk-adjusted return. We further observe
that MAPS with more agents obtains a better Sharpe ra-
tio.
• One unexpected result is that the Sharpe ratio does not
scale linearly with the number of agents. We can in-
terpret this with the daily return correlation scores of
different MAPS, summarized in Table 3. If our agents
act diversely, the correlation of daily return would be
small. In table 3 we can find that the average correlation
of MAPS@8 is higher than MAPS@4. The agents of
MAPS@8 act more similarly to each other than those of
MAPS@4, resulting in lower Sharpe ratio despite higher
returns. Further improvement in our learning scheme
may solve this issue and we leave this for future work.
Effect of global loss To investigate the effect of a global
loss, we compare the learning process of MAPS with and
without global loss. During our learning process, we cal-
culate the correlation of a positional confidence score ηi be-
tween all agents for the entire validation set. We calculate
this value every 10,000 training iterations and average for all
companies and pairs of agents. As the positional confidence
value indicates the type of action taken by the agents, higher
correlation means more similar actions among the agents.
As we can see in Figure 4., average correlation values of
MAPS without global loss increase rapidly and converge with
much higher values than MAPS with global loss. In contrast,
the correlations of MAPS trained with global loss increased
slowly and resulted in having small values. The results verify
the effectiveness of global loss in making agents act indepen-
dently.
Case Study To better understand how our agents act dif-
ferently with identical state features, we illustrate an exam-
ple portfolio in Figure 5. The black line is a movement of
Amazon’s stock price in 2016. The colored rectangle at the
bottom of the figure describes the actions of our agents. In
this case, we have eight agents in MAPS and each line repre-
sents which positions were taken by which agent, with each
color representing a position. Red, grey, and blue each re-
Figure 4: Illustrations of how agents in MAPS choose different ac-
tions given same state features.
Figure 5: Illustrations of how agents in MAPS choose different ac-
tions given same state features.
fer to long, neutral, and short positions taken at a given time.
What we can observe here is that the agents in our system
make different decisions based on their own understanding of
the market. For instance, in the spring of 2014 (the period
we outlined with the bright white box), the future movement
of Amazon stock price seems volatile and uncertain after a
steep fall and several price corrections. Two out of eight
agents decided to take long positions betting that the future
price would rise, and two agents chose a short position with
the opposite prospect. This kind of discrepancy in actions is
prevalent throughout the trading process, making our portfo-
lio as a whole sufficiently diversified.
5 Conclusion
In this work, we propose MAPS, a cooperative Multi-Agent
reinforcement learning-based Portfolio management System.
The agents in MAPS act as differently as possible while max-
imizing their own reward guided by our proposed loss func-
tion. Experiments with 12 years of US market data show that
MAPS outperforms most of the existing baselines in terms of
Sharpe ratio. We also presented the effectiveness of our learn-
ing scheme and how our agents’ independent actions end up
with a diversified portfolio with detailed analysis.
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